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Pilgrim is a novel by Timothy Findley, first published by HarperFlamingo in Canada in 1999. The first US edition was published by
HarperCollins in 2000. The novel is typical of Findley's interest in Jungian psychology; in fact, Carl Jung himself is a major character.
The novel's protagonist is Pilgrim, an immortal who is brought to Jung's clinic in ZÃ¼rich after his latest suicide attempt. Pilgrim has
lived through the ages, moving from one life to another, and claims to be tired of living. Jung takes

Semantic Scholar extracted view of "Pilgrim: A Novel" by Timothy Findley.Â @inproceedings{Findley1999PilgrimAN, title={Pilgrim: A
Novel}, author={Timothy Findley}, year={1999} }. Timothy Findley. Published 1999. Art. Save to Library. Create Alert. Cite. Pilgrim, it
seems, can never die. Escorted by his beloved friend, Lady Symbol Quartermaine, Pilgrim is admitted to the famous Burgholzu
Psychiatrist Clinic In Zurichm, where he will begin a battle of psyche and soul with Carl Jung, the self-professed mystical scientist of the
unconscious Slowly, Jung coaxes Pilgrim to tell his astonishing storyâ€”one that seemingly spans 4,000 years and includes such
historical figures as Leonardo da Vinci and Henry James. But is Pilgrim delusional?

Pilgrim is the 1998 fantasy novel by Australian author Sara Douglass. It was first published in Australia as the second part of the
"Wayfarer Redemption" series, then republished in the US and most of Europe as the fifth book of the Wayfarer Redemption sextet.
Upon arriving through the Star Gate, the Time Keeper Demons begin 'feeding' by expelling a grey miasma from their mouths which
spreads across the land, corrupting and maddening any being not sheltered. They depart the vicinity of the now Pilgrim is a novel by
Timothy Findley, first published by HarperFlamingo in Canada in 1999. The first US edition was published by HarperCollins in 2000. The
novel is typical of Findley's interest in Jungian psychology; in fact, Carl Jung himself is a major character. The novel's protagonist is
Pilgrim, an immortal who is brought to Jung's clinic in ZÃ¼rich after his latest suicide attempt. Pilgrim has lived through the ages,
moving from one life to another, and claims to be tired of living. Pilgrim: A Novel [Findley, Timothy] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Pilgrim: A Novel.Â "Minneapolis Star Tribune"Soaring...["Pilgrim is] a gorgeously complex novel of ideas and a rousing
good read."-- "Ruminator Review. About the Author. Timothy Findley's recent titles include Pilgrim, which was a finalist for the Giller
Prize and his first published in the United States; You Went Away; Dust to Dust; and The Piano Man's Daughter. Pilgrim is a novel by
Timothy Findley, first published by HarperFlamingo in Canada in 1999. The first US edition was published by HarperCollins in 2000. The
novel is typical of Findley's interest in Jungian psychology; in fact, Carl Jung himself is a major character.Â For faster navigation, this
Iframe is preloading the Wikiwand page for Pilgrim (Findley novel). Home. News.

